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• Executed binding suite of agreements with CRH Ventures Americas, venture capital unit of CRH plc 
(NYSE:CRH, US$48bn market cap), for 10 house Demonstration Program in Florida and JV Option

• A unique value proposition as the most advanced, fully autonomous, dynamically-stabilised construction 
robot in the world

• Builds structures safer, faster, cheaper and more accurately, with waste virtually eliminated compared to 
traditional manual methods

• Latest model Hadrian X® exceeds lay speed  record of predecessor, improving economics - further increases 
expected

• To date have completed or contracted 32 structures1 (incl. two large commercial properties) 

• Significant ‘first-mover’ technological and commercial advantage backed by strong 100% owned IP 
portfolio

• Compelling target economics as part of FBR’s Wall as a Service® (WaaS®) business model2

• Large global market opportunity with macroeconomic tailwinds as housing demand outpaces supply

• Partnered with leading global industry participants

1. Includes six residential houses, two large commercial properties and 24 two-storey townhouses. 
2. Based on Company assumptions provided on slide 22 and 23 of Investor Presentation released via ASX on 26 October 2022, utilising Hadrian X® H110 and presently available block sizes. Access to larger blocks would 

have the potential to increase comparative speed within the limits of H110 compatible blocks.

Significant commercial opportunity poised to scale
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• Hadrian X® is the world’s most advanced construction robot, 
capable of building the structural, load-bearing walls of a 
brick/block house in as little as a day

• Builds structures safer, faster, cheaper and more accurately, with 
waste virtually eliminated compared to traditional manual methods

• FBR’s Dynamic Stabilisation Technology® (DST®), enables the 
Hadrian X® to take the precision of traditional indoor robotics into 
dynamic outdoor environments on a fully mobile truck-based 
platform 

• Compliant with building codes in Australia and the U.S. 

• Wall as a Service® offering provides builders with certainty on 
timing, cost, safety and waste through robotically constructed ‘wall 
on call’

• FBR’s flagship Hadrian X® features significant improvements to 
speed and capability, furthering FBR’s economic and competitive 
advantages

®

Hadrian X® building a structure in Wellard, generating zero on-site waste

House constructed using Wienerberger Porotherm – world’s largest clay blocks
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• Construction industry ranked poorly in McKinsey Industry Digitalisation Index1

• Significant labour shortages, with widening deficit of bricklayers and masons in 
key markets creating project delays

• Provides builders with certainty on timing of wall, and faster progression to lock 
up stage:

− Project delays impact progress payments and cashflows;
− Walls can be built in days, on-time; and
− Enables follow-on trades (electrician, carpenter, plumber) to work to 

schedule.

• Reduction in on site waste generation

• Health & Safety improvements:
− The construction industry in Australia had the highest injury occurrence 

for men, accounting for 17%2

− Repetitive movements, lifting, pushing, pulling and bending accounted 
for 35% of workplace injuries in 20222

• Lower cost per brick laid and faster project completion time

Source: (1) McKinsey & Co, (2) Australian Bureau of Statistics
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• Reduced environmental impact of construction process through 
zero-waste sequenced pallet capability:

• maintains site cleanliness, massively reduces water use, waste 
generation and subsequent cost of waste removal to landfill

• No sand, cement or water required on site, eliminating;

• impact of extraction, soil screening, removal and management 
of leftover waste; and

• potential exposure to hazardous silica dust, protecting the 
local environment, workers and public within vicinity

• Block agnostic laying capability, ensuring forward compatibility 
with future developments in sustainable block materials

• Up to 10% of bricks are wasted in manual bricklaying. This equates to 
~A$15 billion waste in the A$175 billion of global brick/blocks 
produced and sold annually, of which >50% could be mitigated 
utilising Hadrian X®

• Reduces occurrences of repetitive stress injuries and strains, 
while virtually eliminating risks during the undertaking of  
procedural construction tasks

• Removes virtually all manual labour from construction site during 
structure build (except minimal FBR quality control interactions)

• Due to the use of construction adhesive, there is no exposure and 
inhalation of cement and sand dust while mixing mortar. Both 
contain silica which has been recognised as a serious industry 
hazard

• No injuries due to heavy manual handling of products - Hadrian X® 
handles, cuts and delivers all bricks necessary for the job

• Less people required at work site during construction and less 
trips to site required by workers
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Methodology Block Type
(L x H x W)

Laying Speed (blocks 
p/hr)

Times faster than single manual 
bricklayer

Average life cycle cost of 
laying wall in commercial 

operation (A$/sqm)

Standard double brick 
houses built per year

Manual Bricklayer
Standard Clay Maxibrick

305 x 162 x 90mm
Off the shelf

42 1x $57 10

Hadrian X®

Concrete Masonry Unit
390 x 230 x 90mm 

Off the shelf

300

12x $20 142

Porotherm Clay Block 
(EU)

External walls: 500 x 249 x 250mm
Internal walls: 500 x 249 x 115mm

Off the shelf

24x $15 286

Concrete Masonry Unit
FBR-Patented Hadrian X®

Optimised Block
External walls: 600 x 400 x 300mm 
Internal walls: 600 x 400 x 115mm

46x $6 548

Larger blocks improve Hadrian X® economics, and the greater the benefit is passed on to WaaS® customers. Costs below are direct laying costs (based on the key assumptions described 
below) and exclude all the other ancillary benefits enjoyed by the customer derived from the Hadrian X® from its improvements to safety, speed, accuracy and waste.

Key Assumptions: Hadrian X® manufacturing cost at scale: A$1 million. Hadrian X® crew: 2 people per 12 hour shift. Hadrian X® useful life: 12 years. Number of 12 hour shifts per year for Hadrian 
X® : 252. Hadrian X® maintenance and fuel cost per year: A$175,000. Hadrian X® laying cost excludes corporate overheads.  Standard double brick house has 351 vertical sqm of wall (237m2 
internal facing and 114m2 external facing). Manual bricklayers work in a crew of three (two bricklayers and one labourer). Manual crew lays 1,000 maxibricks per eight-hour day. Equivalent to 108 
standard bricks per hour per person. Manual maxibrick laying cost, taking one to two weeks (laying only) would be currently A$2.50 per maxibrick laid in Perth, WA, plus allowing for mortar and 
sundries and cut bricks this equates to approximately A$57/sqm wall laid. Hadrian X® laying speeds are averages ignoring planned and unplanned maintenance.
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• CRH Ventures, venture capital unit of CRH plc 

• NYSE and LSE listed (ticker ‘CRH’) with US$48bn market cap

• Multi-billion-dollar revenues demonstrating strong customer 

base

• Market leading supplier of building materials with established 

operations globally including in the U.S., Europe and Australia

• Partnership will ensure:

− New revenue streams – ability to capture revenue after 
sale

− Product differentiation – all Hadrian laid bricks will be 
supplied by a CRH affiliate

− Provide solution to bricklayer shortage to key U.S. home 
builder clients
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• Opportunity to prove the feasibility and exhibit the capability of the Hadrian X® to supply Wall as a Service® 
in foreign markets

• CRH Ventures purchased Option to enter into a U.S. joint venture for US$2.0m, paid in non-refundable 
tranches, upon completion of milestones:

− 10% is payable now, due to executed demonstration and option agreements; 
− 40% will be payable upon completion of Factory Acceptance Test;
− 30% will be payable upon completion of Site Acceptance Test in the United States; and 
− the remaining 20% will be payable immediately upon the earlier of the date of exercise of the 

Option or the expiry of the Option Period

• Demonstration Program involves FBR utilising Hadrian X® to construct external walls of 5-10 single storey 
houses (at least four of which must be in the same street)

• FBR and CRH Ventures each responsible to enter into contracts for 5 houses of the 10 houses in the 
program

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)

• Requires completion of indoor test build at FBR’s Perth 
facility, at effective lay rate of at least 285bph

• Utilising only tablet to control Hadrian X® and a crew of no 
more than three people

• The Factory Acceptance Test will be completed as soon 
as practicable

Site Acceptance Test (SAT)

• Requires completion of test build, outdoors in Florida at 
effective lay rate of at least 285bph

• Utilising only tablet to control Hadrian X® and a crew of no 
more than three people

• Confirmation from independent structural engineer that 
walls of build are consistent with design and meet 
applicable building standards

$200,000 $800,000 $600,000 $400,000

$0 $200,000 $400,000 $600,000 $800,000 $1,000,000 $1,200,000 $1,400,000 $1,600,000 $1,800,000 $2,000,000

Non-refundable
Payment schedule

Execution of agreements
(payable now)

Factory Acceptance Test Site Acceptance Test Option Exercise/Expiry
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• Exclusive option purchased to trigger the commencement of a joint 
venture for the supply of Wall as a Service® using Hadrian X® 

construction robots in the United States

• The option expires 45 days after completion of the Demonstration 
Program. The option may be exercised at any time up until expiry, or 
CRH Ventures may elect to waive exclusivity over the Hadrian X® in the 
U.S.

• As needed, parties to JV will fund the starting and ongoing working 
capital requirements (proportionate to shareholding; 51% FBR/ 49% 
CRH) – expected to be a total of US$4.0m initially

• Each JV partner entitled to two Director nominations each; General 
Manager (appointed by the Board of Directors) to oversee day-to-day 
operations

• As soon as practicable post-commencement of JV, FBR to swap out 
the first Australian-spec Hadrian X® unit with a United States-spec 
Hadrian X® unit at its cost

• Initial operation will commence in Florida

• FBR will provide fixed price Hadrian X® maintenance & repair services 
and personnel training services to the JV at a rate of US$220,000 per 
Hadrian X® per year, indexed to US CPI from 31 December 2023

FBR grants JV exclusive 
HX supply rights covering 

U.S. 

US$40m revolving debt 
facility for JV to fund 
Hadrian X® purchases 

from FBR

FBR supplies HX operator 
training and machines 

maintenance services to 
JV for fixed price

Majority of FBR’s global 
annual HX manufacturing 
capacity reserved for JV 

for first 30 units / year
(includes licensed OEMs)

Joint Venture Entity

51% 
ownership

49% 
ownership

CRH 
Ventures
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• CRH Americas provides JV with US$40m revolving loan facility to fund Hadrian X® purchases from FBR

• Loan will be drawn down in tranches, with each tranche repayable over 12 years via cash sweep of annual net profit

• Tranches set a base expansion rate for the JV that can be accelerated to meet the needs of the market

• First unit transferred to JV following exercise of option

Purchase Order Quantum Conditions

Initial

20 Hadrian X® units 

− US$2.0m each2, US$1.1m deposit, remainder paid on delivery and completion of SAT
− 3 units delivered ASAP, remaining 17 delivered in batches of 3 (except final batch of 2 units)

− Annual interest rate, payable quarterly (6-month USD SOFR + 1.5%)
− Additional instalments triggered by:

− 30% gross margin1, 75% utilisation over 6 months for incumbent2 fleet 
− 30% gross margin, 50% utilisation rate over 2 months on 3 most recently delivered units

Second

39 Hadrian X® units 

− US$2.0m each2, US$1.1m deposit, remainder paid on delivery and completion of SAT
− Order placed on achievement of4: 

− 30% gross margin and 75% utilisation of incumbent fleet over 12 months
− 30% gross margin and 50% utilisation for 3 most recently delivered units for 2 months 

− Delivered in batches of 3 Hadrian X® units 

− Annual interest rate, payable quarterly (6-month USD SOFR + 3.0%)
− Hadrian X® units delivered in instalments under the same terms and subject to the same requirements as 

preceding PO

Third

40 Hadrian X® units 

− US$2.0m each2, US$1.1m deposit, remainder paid on delivery and completion of SAT
− Order placed on achievement of same terms as above
− Delivered in batches of 3 Hadrian X® units (except final batch of 1 unit)

− Annual interest rate, payable quarterly (6-month USD SOFR + 4.0%)
− Hadrian X® units delivered in instalments under the same terms and subject to the same requirements as 

preceding PO

Fourth

200 Hadrian X® units 
(40 options of 5 units)

− JV granted 40 options to purchase Hadrian X® units in tranches of 5 at lesser of
− US$2.5m each3; or 
− price charged by FBR’s third-party manufacturer

− If JV does not exercise the options for at least 20 Hadrian X® units per year, all remaining options 
immediately terminate

1. Gross margin refers to direct revenues and costs incurred at site, and excludes JV overhead, corporate costs, and depreciation of Hadrian X® units
2. Incumbent fleet is the fleet of Hadrian X® units held by the JV minus the three most recently delivered units
3. CPI adjusted
4.Refer ASX Announcement dated 18 January for further detail 
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• Moody’s estimated a minimum of ~1.5m homes required annually just to meet demand1

• Chronic undersupply has resulted in a deficit estimated to be between 4.7-20.1m, with 

supply response impinged by the pandemic, labour shortages and material cost 

inflation(1,2) 

• Demand expected to increase further as interest rates normalize

Source: (1) Moody’s Analytics (2023), FRED, (2) IZA Institute of labour Economics (2022), NAHB (2022), Census Bureau (2023)
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“There are still significant challenges in the supply 
chain, including shortages in certain building 
materials and a very tight labour market. Our 
construction cycle times were extended further this 
quarter, and we continue to work on stabilizing and 
then reducing our cycle times…”

D.R. Horton
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• FBR has initiated its customer acquisition strategy ahead of commencement of the Demonstration 
Program with CRH

• Builders are under pressure due to labour shortages across all trades creating increased costs and 
delays to programs

• It can take months to secure traditional block laying teams

• Demand remains strong, with annual new building starts continuing to grow

• Bricklaying is consistently amongst the most difficult construction trades to secure globally

Source: (1) Moody’s Analytics (2023), FRED, (2) IZA Institute of labour Economics (2022), NAHB (2022), Census Bureau (2023)
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Percentage of Builders reporting labour shortages1

Subcontractors

Directly
Employed

Builder completions – Top 10 (2022)

Builder Completions 

D.R. Horton 82,930
Lennar Corp. 68,817
PulteGroup 29,111
NVR 22,732
Meritage Homes Corp. 14,106
KB Home 13,738
Taylor Morrison 12,647
Clayton Properties Group 11,751
Century Communities 10,594
Toll Brothers 10,515Housing starts (area) and shortage of labour reported by builders

Average Percentage for 9 trades * (bars)2
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• Concentration of new build opportunities in Florida and Texas is highly 
favourable for FBR and the operation of WaaS® operating centres

• Provides significant opportunities to provide WaaS® within close proximity 
to operating headquarters, with ample access to labour, materials and 
Liebherr facilities (Miami and Houston) 

• Market made up of high-volume masonry construction primed for robotics

• Brick and block structures account for ~25% of new home builds in the U.S., 
with concentration in areas prone to hurricanes/severe weather conditions 
(Florida/Texas)

• Florida and Texas experienced increased net migration in 2022 with +320k 
(to 22.2m) and +470k (to 30.0m) people respectively moving into these 
states due to lower costs of living, more affordable housing and zero state 
income taxes for individuals

Source: Census Bureau, NAHB, National Association of Realtors

Undersupplied

Severely 
undersupplied

FBR initial target 
markets

States with new residential builds – Top 5

(‘000s) 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
5 Yr.

CAGR

%
Single 
Family 
Homes

Texas 192.9 209.9 230.5 266.0 263.1 6.4% 59%

Florida 144.4 154.3 164.1 213.5 212.0 8.0% 64%

California 113.5 110.2 106.1 119.4 119.7 1.1% 63%

North 
Carolina

71.7 71.3 80.5 94.9 91.9 5.1% 70%

Georgia 59.3 53.8 55.8 67.2 77.2 5.4% 61%

U.S. Total 1,329.0 1,386.3 1,471.2 1,737.2 1,765.3 4.6% 59%
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• Initial three U.S. Hadrian X® machines targeted to generate US$9.6m revenue p.a at 60% utilization*

• Clear line of sight to larger revenues and deeper market penetration

Machine Utilisation

50% 60% 70%
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1 US$2.7m US$3.2m US$3.7m

3 US$8.0m US$9.6m US$11.0

5 US$13.3m US$15.9m US$18.4m

10 US$26.6m US$31.9m US$36.8m

50 US$132.8m US$159.4m US$183.9m

100 US$265.6m US$318.7m US$367.7m

300 US$796.8m US$956.1m US$1,103.2m

*Key Assumptions: Revenue based on US$75/m2 supply and install, US$2/block cost, US$4 lay cost and 12.5 blocks per m2
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• Finalise commercial agreement for initial market entry into continental Europe

• Commence deployment of first Hadrian X® to Europe in 2025

• Market entry point is likely to be Central Europe with a large market incumbent

• WaaS® entity to operate in one country in Central Europe before expanding to other European countries as market adoption 
reaches desired metrics

• Certification of Fastbrick Wall System® underway in Europe

• Finalise Australian commercial agreement for WaaS® exclusivity

• Market acceptance already gained in Western Australia through continued building activity and close collaboration with WA builders

• Targeting revolving debt financing facility to be provided by a JV partner to enable purchase of Hadrian X® robots by joint venture 
entity

• Key U.S. milestones:

• Delivery of next generation Hadrian X®

• Announce completion of 5-10 house Demonstration Program

• Announcement of agreement to enter U.S. JV

• Announce Hadrian X® debt facility in place and receipt of orders for Hadrian X® units, with 3 deliverable as soon as possible

• Delivery of up to 100 Hadrian X® units

• Exercise of further options for an additional 200 units

• Continue joint customer acquisition strategy with Liebherr-Mischtechnik for future large-scale manufacture of Hadrian X® robots
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Offer Size and Structure

• Placement to raise approximately A$12.6 million under the Company’s existing placement capacity under ASX 
Listing Rule 7.1 (Placement).

• Approximately 466.4 million new fully paid ordinary shares in FBR (New Shares) to be issued under the Placement, 
representing approximately 11.7% of FBR current shares on issue.

Offer Price • New Shares to be issued under the Equity Raising at a fixed offer price of A$0.027 per New Share, which represents 
the Company’s last traded price on 17 January 2024

Use of Funds • General Working Capital

Pro forma net cash position 
at completion of the raise1 • A$18.6m

Ranking • New shares issued under the Offer will rank pari passu with existing shares on issue.

Lead Manager and 
Bookrunner

• Bell Potter Securities Limited

Note 1: Existing cash position as at 31 December 2023, excludes costs of the offer 
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Event Time (AEST) / Date

Announce completion of Placement, trading halt lifted and recommencement of trading Monday 22nd January 2024

Settlement of Placement Thursday 25th January 2024

New Shares allotted and commence normal trading Monday 29th January 2024

Note: The above timetable is indicative only and subject to change. Subject to the requirements of the Corporations Act, the ASX Listing Rules and any other applicable laws, FBR Limited in consultation with the Lead Manager, reserves 
the right to amend this timetable and withdraw the offer at any time
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Important Notice
This presentation has been prepared by FBR Limited. This document contains background information about FBR Limited which is current as at the date of this presentation. The 
presentation is in summary form and does not purport to be all inclusive or complete. Recipients should conduct their own investigations and perform their own analysis in order to 
satisfy themselves as to the accuracy and completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation.

This presentation is for information purposes only. Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it constitutes an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation in 
relation to the purchase or sale of FBR Limited shares in any jurisdiction. This presentation may not be distributed in any jurisdiction except in accordance with the legal 
requirements applicable in such jurisdiction. Recipients should inform themselves of the restrictions that apply in their own jurisdiction. A failure to do so may result in a violation of 
securities laws in such jurisdiction. 

This presentation does not constitute investment advice and has been prepared without taking into account the recipient's investment objectives, financial circumstances or 
particular needs, and the opinions and recommendations in this presentation are not intended to represent recommendations of particular investments to particular persons. 
Recipients should seek professional advice when deciding if an investment is appropriate. All securities transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse 
or unanticipated market, financial or political developments. To the fullest extent permitted by law, FBR Limited, its officers, employees, agents and advisers do not make any 
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any information, statements, opinions, estimates, forecasts or other 
representations contained in this presentation. No responsibility for any errors or omissions from this presentation arising out of negligence or otherwise is accepted. 

This presentation may include forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions which are 
outside the control of FBR Limited. For example (without limitation), supply chain challenges, capital markets, global unrest, inflation and sovereign risk could impact our business. 
Actual values, results or events may be materially different to those expressed or implied in this presentation.

All amounts stated within this presentation are stated in Australian Dollars unless otherwise stated. Figures stated within this presentation may contain immaterial rounding 
differences.

Not an offer in the United States
This presentation may not be released to US wire services or distributed in the United States. The New Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act 
of 1933 and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in transactions exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and 
applicable US state securities laws. The distribution of this presentation in the United States and elsewhere outside Australia may be restricted by law. Persons who come into 
possession of this presentation should observe any such restrictions as any non-compliance could contravene applicable securities laws. Please refer to the section of this 
document headed “International Offer Restrictions" for more information.
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This document does not constitute an offer of new ordinary shares ("New Shares") of the Company in any jurisdiction in which it would be unlawful. In particular, this document may not be 
distributed to any person, and the New Shares may not be offered or sold, in any country outside Australia except to the extent permitted below. 

Cayman Islands
No offer or invitation to subscribe for New Shares may be made to the public in the Cayman Islands or in any manner that would constitute carrying on business in the Cayman Islands.

Hong Kong
WARNING: This document has not been, and will not be, registered as a prospectus under the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong, nor has 
it been authorised by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong pursuant to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of the Laws of Hong Kong (the "SFO"). Accordingly, this 
document may not be distributed, and the New Shares may not be offered or sold, in Hong Kong other than to "professional investors" (as defined in the SFO and any rules made under that 
ordinance).
No advertisement, invitation or document relating to the New Shares has been or will be issued, or has been or will be in the possession of any person for the purpose of issue, in Hong Kong or 
elsewhere that is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other 
than with respect to New Shares that are or are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to professional investors. No person allotted New Shares may sell, or 
offer to sell, such securities in circumstances that amount to an offer to the public in Hong Kong within six months following the date of issue of such securities.
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any Hong Kong regulatory authority. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer. If you are in doubt about any 
contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.

New Zealand
This document has not been registered, filed with or approved by any New Zealand regulatory authority under the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (the "FMC Act"). 
The New Shares are not being offered or sold in New Zealand (or allotted with a view to being offered for sale in New Zealand) other than to a person who: 
is an investment business within the meaning of clause 37 of Schedule 1 of the FMC Act;
meets the investment activity criteria specified in clause 38 of Schedule 1 of the FMC Act;
is large within the meaning of clause 39 of Schedule 1 of the FMC Act;
is a government agency within the meaning of clause 40 of Schedule 1 of the FMC Act; or
is an eligible investor within the meaning of clause 41 of Schedule 1 of the FMC Act.
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Singapore
This document and any other materials relating to the New Shares have not been, and will not be, lodged or registered as a prospectus in Singapore with the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
Accordingly, this document and any other document or materials in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of New Shares, may not be issued, circulated or 
distributed, nor may the New Shares be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore except 
pursuant to and in accordance with exemptions in Subdivision (4) Division 1, Part 13 of the Securities and Futures Act 2001 of Singapore (the "SFA") or another exemption under the SFA.
This document has been given to you on the basis that you are an "institutional investor" or an "accredited investor" (as such terms are defined in the SFA). If you are not such an investor, 
please return this document immediately. You may not forward or circulate this document to any other person in Singapore.
Any offer is not made to you with a view to the New Shares being subsequently offered for sale to any other party in Singapore. On-sale restrictions in Singapore may be applicable to 
investors who acquire New Shares. As such, investors are advised to acquaint themselves with the SFA provisions relating to resale restrictions in Singapore and comply accordingly.

United States
This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States. The New Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the US 
Securities Act of 1933 or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, the New Shares may not be offered or sold in the United States except in 
transactions exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and applicable US state securities laws.
The New Shares will only be offered and sold in the United States to:
•  “institutional accredited investors” within the meaning of Rule 501(a)(1), (2), (3), (7), (8), (9) and (12) under the US Securities Act; and
• dealers or other professional fiduciaries organized or incorporated in the United States that are acting for a discretionary or similar account (other than an estate or trust) held for the 
benefit or account of persons that are not US persons and for which they exercise investment discretion, within the meaning of Rule 902(k)(2)(i) of Regulation S under the US Securities Act.

United Kingdom 
Neither this document nor any other document relating to the offer has been delivered for approval to the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and no prospectus (within the 
meaning of section 85 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”)) has been published or is intended to be published in respect of the New Shares. 
The New Shares may not be offered or sold in the United Kingdom by means of this document or any other document, except in circumstances that do not require the publication of a 
prospectus under section 86(1) of the FSMA. This document is issued on a confidential basis in the United Kingdom to “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the UK 
Prospectus Regulation. This document may not be distributed or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may its contents be disclosed by recipients, to any other person in the United Kingdom.
Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of the FSMA) received in connection with the issue or sale of the New Shares has only been 
communicated or caused to be communicated and will only be communicated or caused to be communicated in the United Kingdom in circumstances in which section 21(1) of the FSMA does 
not apply to the Company.
In the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to, and is directed at, persons (i) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) 
(investment professionals) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (“FPO”), (ii) who fall within the categories of persons referred to in Article 49(2)(a) 
to (d) (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc.) of the FPO or (iii) to whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated (“relevant persons”). The investment to which this 
document relates is available only to relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document.
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T: +61  8  9380 0240

E: investor@fbr.com.au

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPhRb2AF92I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTMxSUsFrM&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/FBR-ltd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fbr-ltd/
https://www.facebook.com/FBR.ltd
https://twitter.com/fbr
https://www.instagram.com/fbr_ltd/
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• Modular design with distributed control architecture 

• Operable by tablet or mobile device

• Shuttle system handles blocks up to 600 x 400 x 300mm (23 Standard 
Brick Equivalent, weighing up to 45 kgs); capable of being adapted to lay 
roof tiles

• Larger blocks allow for increased targeted lay speed to ~75-120m2/hour 

• 32-metre-long telescopic boom capable of building three storey 
structures from roadside

• Brick saw module capable of making height, mitre and gable cuts as 
required

• Simple mobilization to site with storage compartments on the Hadrian X® 
for ancillary equipment and towing capability for a telehandler for loading

• Two-phase MOU with Liebherr-Mischtechnik, the world’s largest privately 
owned OEM, to collabourate on commercializing the next-generation 
Hadrian X® ensuring suitability to mass manufacture2

1. Based on Company assumptions provided on slide 22 and 23 of Investor Presentation released via ASX on 26 October 2022, utilising Hadrian X® H110 and presently available block sizes. Access to larger blocks would 
have the potential to increase comparative speed within the limits of H110 compatible blocks

2. Refer FBR ASX announcement released 3 March 2022.

Next-generation Hadrian X® builds test structure with lay-path vectoring to close perpendicular gaps
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• FBR has IP coverage for its technology across Australia, United 
States, Europe, China, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Canada, Japan, 
Indonesia, Thailand, South Africa, India and Brazil

• Patent coverage is primarily focused on key commercial markets in 
Australia, Europe, U.S.A, China, UAE and Saudi Arabia (or GCC region)

• Global IP portfolio includes 34 patent families comprising over 200 
applications, 90 design applications and 92 trademark applications 

• Coverage includes strategic elements of DST®, Hadrian X® and 
Fastbrick Wall System® technology and other applications such as 3D 
concrete printing and TAD® software

• FBR is one of the dominant patent filers in bricklaying robotics, 
having particular strength in long boom stabilisation technology

• FBR stabilisation technology is unique in terms of subject matter and 
in terms of geographical protection

Examples of schematics included in FBR’s  patent filings

Flipper Mitt

Layhead (H109)
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• Two-phase MoU with Liebherr-Mischtechnik (LMT) signed in 
March 2022, to collaborate on the delivery of the Hadrian X®

Phase 1

• Suitability for scalable industrialisation/commercialisation, 
leveraging LMT expertise in componentry, design, control 
systems and operating environment

Phase 2

• Execution of long-term manufacturing and commercialisation 
agreement appointing LMT as exclusive manufacturer of 
Hadrian X® with joint activities to include supply, service and 
lease structure

• FBR expects to commence discussions around long-term 
manufacturing agreement for the Hadrian X® once the first 
prototype has completed site acceptance testing
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• Split across two sites, each containing eight two-storey units

• A number of accomplishments for FBR such as:

• building on a rising site, with each home elevation varying; 

• triple-leaf, common party walls up to 9.2m high;

• a triple-leaf cavity wall system with acoustic brick ties; and

• steel reinforcements and fireproofing

• Hadrian X® will complete the second storey walls before completion 
of follow up trade work to finalise the project

Willagee – Hadrian X® Stats

Type: Multi-dwelling Residential

Layout: 16 x two-storey townhouses (3x2)

Wall Area: 3,138m2

Block Type: Brickworks CMU 400

Blocks: 35,893 (Approx. 148,000 SBEs)
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